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List of North American useful English idioms, expressions & phrases with examples. Perfect for
lower-intermediate to advanced ESL classes. Printout included. Idioms and Phrases Section I
contains Useful Idioms and Phrases with an explanation, dialog example, and other ways of
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Hello/Hi: Listen: Merhaba: How are you? Listen: Nasılsın? Fine, thanks! Listen: İyi, teşekkürler!
Good morning: Listen: Günaydın: Good afternoon: Listen: İyi.
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Idioms and Phrases Section I contains Useful Idioms and Phrases with an explanation, dialog
example, and other ways of saying the Phrase or Idiom. pink money The collective spending or
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Definition of Greetings in the Idioms Dictionary. Greetings phrase. What does Greetings
expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary. "Greeting" idioms and phrases
with "greeting", "A Fine How Do You Do" ( describes a greeting from someone who was rude ), ,
"What Have You Been Up To?.
Idioms and Phrases are far widely used in News papers to present the points crisply. They drive
the ideas of the author in a better way and with few words.
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